Ecological assessment of executive function in traumatic brain injury.
Executive dysfunction is a common outcome in children who have sustained traumatic brain injury (TBI). Appropriate assessment of these complex interrelated regulatory functions is critical to plan for the necessary interventions yet present a challenge to our traditional methodologies. Ecological validity has become an increasingly important focus in neuropsychological assessment with particular relevance for the executive functions, which coordinate one's cognitive and behavioral capacities with real-world demand situations. The Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF) was developed to capture the real-world behavioral manifestations of executive dysfunction. Its development and various forms of validity, including ecological validity, are described. Application of the BRIEF's methodology to the assessment of executive dysfunction in TBI is provided. We advocate a multilevel approach to understanding executive function outcome in TBI, including traditional test-based measures of executive function, real-world behavioral manifestation of executive dysfunction, and the environmental system factors that impact the child. In this model, ecologically valid assessment of executive dysfunction provides an important bridge toward understanding the impact of component-level (i.e., test-based) deficits on the child's everyday adaptive functioning, which can assist the definition of targets for intervention.